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DUES FOR 1981

ARE NOW
PAYABLE !

Because the current year's
dues were announced late,
INOTICE

your recent dues payment
may have been for 1980.
We do not send individual
dues notices.

DUES FOR 1981
ARE NOW PAYABLE!!
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NOTICE

clear enough to reproduce, help
us to classify them. In the absence of a rubbing tell us whether embossed or incised, the
style of the letters and the
style of the border.
. Put your name somewhere
on every piece of paper you send.
photos, sketches, rubbings or
whatever. A date will help.
. Black and white photos are
best for us in terms of both
clarity and cost of reproduction.
If all you can provide is a color
shot, however, send it. We don't
want to miss anything worthwhile.
. Only in the most unusual
cases do we want to return anything. If an item is unique
and you must have it back we will
oblige rather than not get it at
all but we really can't handle
much "send -back" stuff.
. We try to answer when we
hear from you but time is short
here (Note the late and irregular issuance of Plane Talk)
and there are times when we Just
can't manage. This is not a
lack of friendship or courtesy
on our part. What you write
about will almost always show up
in the Bulletin eventually.
. You can tell what kinds
.
of thing we publish in Plane Talk
by looking over the back issues.
We are anxious for your contributions in any of these categories. If you come up with a new
approach we'd like to see that too.
Thanks for your help -

FOR NEW MEMBERS ESPECIALLY
SOME HIATS ABOUT
THE NOTES YOU SEND IN
ABOUT WOODEN PLAnES
What you have to contribute to
Plane Talk is important to all
of us. There are some things
to keep in mind that can help.
. First-time reports of a
label merely suggest that we
may have an unrecorded maker
or dealer. If you have specimens of the mark, they can help
to confirm that we are seeing a
professional's label and not
merely an owner's mark. Please
let us know about them.
. If a name agrees exactly
with one recorded in a standard
work like British Planemakers
or Wooden Planes in 19th C America
don't report it unless there is
some additional feature about the
plane which is of interest. Of
course, if we have asked for a
census of particular marks those
are exceptions to this rule.
. Try to include information
about the plane on which a mark
that you are reporting appears.
Tell us its dimensions, the
kind of wood it is made of, its
design characteristics (wide or
narrow or flat or round chamfers,
notching,wedge style, etc.)A tracing of the toe and of the wedge
will be useful. Rubbings of
marks,even when they aren't

NOTES & QUERIES.
In Vol 1V-1-8 and 111-3-8 we reported a relieved wedge from a plane having only the boxed initials DNRC. The plane is one of several
belonging to Barton McGuire. The initials are k
actually DuBC. One of the planes also bears
a Copeland mark. While the boxed initials
might represent an owner the planes were callectdd from two different sources.
Roaer Smith tells us that the previously reported
COHENDR/CK may be CO-HENDRICK with the first two
letters representing an abbreviated first name.
A firm without the second c has been observed.

E.H.Blumenthal tells us that he recently found
in West Virginia a acrew-arm sash plane (bevel
with shoulder). There are no marks on the toe
end but the heel is marked LOGAN & KENNEDY in
an arc across the halves of the plane. PITTSBURG appears in another arc between the L of
Logan and Y of Kennedy. Were LOGAN & KuitiEDY/
PITTSBURG dealers? A possibility that we don't
think too likely but cannot forbear to mention
is that Leonard Kennedy made a short stay in
Pittsburg on his way west. We hope some Pittsburg member will find L & K in the records and
report on them.

In his Catalog *21 Vern Ward reports a thumb
plane with an iron marked JORDAN/GERMANY.
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SOME INFORMATION ABOUT B-ABS AND PLANE TALK
When B-ABS was founded and" Plane Talk" severe guilt feelings when publication is delayed and he is not
began to be issued, the early members
of the Society were drawn largely from anxious to have those feelings
a group personally known to the Presi- magnified in connection with what
is essentially an avocation activity.
dent and the Secretary. Because of
.4-Dues may have to be slightly
this close relationship most of these
members understood several things that increased in the future (whatever
the Wooden Plane Editor's feelmay not be clear to those who joined
ings) because of anticipated postlater. We would like everyone to unage increases and the general inderstand these things and are thereflation of prices. We are anxious
fore setting them down here.
to keep any such dues increase
.1-B-ABS and"Plane Talk"began as a
bound to costs. It is not
tightly
both
expression
more-or-less informal
that"Plane Talk"should
our
intention
President
interest
the
of the great
ever show a profit.
and Secretary have in planes and of
.5-Should circumstances ever
their desire to share and share in,
force the suspension of publication
the fruits of that interest with the
of"Plane Talk",for example, because
whole fraternity of "plane people".
of an Editor's inability to conWhile the Society has outgrown its
tinue and the lack of someone to
rather casual early nature it has not
take his place, whatever balance
yet become a completely formalized
remains in the Treasury, after paystructure with a scheduled, systemment of all expenses will be reexistence.
organized
atic and tightly
distributed to the membership on
.2-Membership dues are charged
an equal basis.
soldy to support the publication of
.6-Although dues are nominally
"Plane Talk". Past experience has been
"annual" they are collected on
that they are not quite adequate to
the "Volume year". If it should
this purpose. Small contributions to
take 14 months to distribute the
prevent deficits have therefore been
four issues of a volume then the
made by the President, the Secretary,
next year's dues would not bethe Metal Plane Editor, and several
come payable until the final issue
This
statemembers.
well-disposed
had been sent out. We will try
ment is in no way a solicitation for
to keep our "year" as nearly as
extra funds from any member. All
within the January-December period
that B-ABS seeks from its members,
as we can, but you can expect,
beyond their normal dues, is their
contributions of information and arti- that there may be longish periods
between some issues. This year
cles for*Plane Talk". At the moment,
the period extended from April to
incidentally, the Treasury seems adeOctober.
quate to pay for the remaining issues
.7-We would very much like to ac-of Volume V and to cover postage and
knowledge
all letters that are
incident
to
distribuother expenses
sent to us. There are periods
ting our publication.
when this is possible and we do.
.3-It has been suggested that dues
There are other times when mail is
be raised either to more completely
heavy and other duties are so decover expenses or to permit a more
manding that no time is left for
attractive publication. The Wooden
correspondence. If we don't
Plane Editor is strongly opposed to
answer your letter, please forgive
this suggestion. He points ott that
circumstances do not allow him to pro- us. We value your communications
and we thank you for it. Please
duce his part of the publication on
keep writing even if we seem to be
a scheduled, regular basis. He will
unresponsive. We have greatly ennot accept the feeling of responsibijoyed hearing from you.
lty for performance which would accompany the acceptance of any significant amount of dues from individual
members. As it stands, he accumulates

NOTES & QUERIES
&free-L.

RGYAID 1-2.3
MAKZP..

John Meloney sends us tracings of the heel and toe of a plane by O.L.
REYNOLDS/MAKER whose name he has not found in any of the standard lists.
John says the plane has no chamfering except a very little at the corners
on the ends. He wonders if this might not indicate early 20th C manufacture. However, the mark is in Roman capitals in a serrated border.
The word "Maker" does not seem to be a 20th C convention and John wonders
if these features contradict the plane's modern appearance. Because the
boxing seems to serve no purpose John believes (and we agree) that the
sole has been reworked. The iron also has the appearance of having been
re-ground.
A second name R.N.ROSS, apparently an owner but perhaps a merchant, also
appears on the toe but is not shown in the illustration.

Bill Hermanek owns a rabbet iron stamped EILEK.
From Eric Gannicott: "I have never until recently observed any identifying makers marks
on the brass furniture (depth stops, etc.)
used on filletseters etc. While cleaning a
moving filletster by CANINADINE OF LOINDON
(1823-44) I found the following mark on the
internal brass block that controls the depth
stop:
ALLEN & GREENWOOD
SHEFFIELD
WARRANTED
I wonder if any of 8ur readers have observed
any similar marks."
In a recent list of Anne & Don Wing is mention.
of a handled rosewood plow plane by WINSTEAD
PLANE CO.

7E7- 4,- 1-

DICTES & QUERIES
In his splendid book "The Framed Houses of Massachusetts Bay 1625-1725", Abbott Lowell Cummings
cl,Rted 1666 and
illustrates a schaaf-type
bearing the initials L.C. The plane, a possession of the Curtiss fm:Aiy of Stratford, Conn. is
believed to have descended in that family perhaps since its earliest days. Supposing it were
brought with them to America, interesting speculations about how it originally passed into the
hands of an English family might be offered.
That is not, however, our point in mentioning
What interests us is the apparently
the plane.
wide distribution of Dutch planes of all ages in
the United States. Planes of Dttch manufacture
continually, if not frequently, turn up in circumstances which indicate they were not brought
here by collectors. It would seem that there
was a/ perhaps small but continuing,trade in
planes between Holland and the United States all
through the wooden plane era. The Curtiss plane
may not be an example of Dutch planes imported
for trade but it serves nicely to introduce the
subject. Can any reader tell us about a presumptive, on-going Dutch/American trade in tools?
In the collection of the Essex Institute is an
adjustable sash plane of early appearance. Its
adjustment screws are of iron with ramshorn nuts.
The plane is marked D.G.SQUIRE in the maker's.
location.
Roger Smi2h's June list included a 7/16" hollow
plane 10 inches long and bearing the arch shaped
embossed mark W.PEREINS. Wedge has a Sleeperstyle profile. Roger places the plane c 1800.
From Roger Smith's June list we abstracted a
note of a 1" skew Rabbet incised RODGERS & JONES/
MANCHESTER with a square and compass device. Was
this firm a manufacturer or a dealer?
Roget's International Thesaurus, 3rd Edition
lists 29 varieties of hand plane under the
heading, Tool and Machinery. We appreciate
their trying and hope that future editors will
apply to some qualified rhykenologist for a
complete list.
A plow plane owned by Mel Phaff is marked JOS.
AVERY in the maker's location.
Ray Strom owns a handled sash marked P.E.DAY in
the maker' location
by
A verification of the JONES mark reported
Bud
by
made
been
Carl Bop in Spring 1978 has
stamp.
this
with
plow
a
Brown who has collected
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JANUARY 1, 1869]
Improvement

ilk

f;.cdeotific Anntrican.

Plano stocks aud drama.

Even when constructed of the best seasoned wood and of
such necessary dimensions as to make it heavy and unwieldy,
the ordinary plane stock occasionally warps and has to be re
drcsat(l on the face. Thu common method, also, of adjusting
the bits or irons tends to spring the plane and to destroy the
wooden key or wedge. Both these dilliculties are intended to
1)0 obviated by tho improvements shown in the accompanying
engravings.
' Fig. I shows an improved piano, the stock lighter than
usual, and et iffeeml, strengthened, and adjusted, as to weight,
by an ornamental malleable iron or brass casting extending
its whole length. Fig. 2 is an
Iron cap similar to that in Fig.1
but specially adapted to planes
tot ordinarily used, these being
susceptible of receiving this improvement without costly alteration. Fig. 3 is 11 common plane
iron. or bit, with a metallic wedge
instead of the wooden wedge, and
double or stiffening iron, both of
which it supersedes.
The plane—Fig. I—has a fixed
Incline, A, secured in the throat
of the plane by a common wood
oars* pulsing through a elot in
the incline Si) that it may be adjusted as necessary. This has a
bearing on the inclined supports
of the metallic top, seen plainly at II, Fig. 2. Tho pointed, !
downward projections. C, sumo figure, engage with the upper
surface of the wedge, ll, Fig. 3, and the thumb screw, E, by !
• way, brings the wedge firmly against the bit near!.
turtling
its edge, and by turning in the other direction, after being
sealed in the plane, presses the
wedge. D, against the projection's.
C, bolding tooth bit and wedge
F, Fig. 2,
firmly. The
a ros for till' receptillll of the handle
and guide, (I, Fig. I. In the orthe
dinary stetted plane i
end of a
:•ertow. E, turns in
tamp dm slides in the slot oof tho
bit. the other mull being held to
the bit by the oidinury Out headed screw.

SMITH & CARPENTER'S PATENT PLANE.

3

In the plane represented in Fig. I the screw, E, BOW against
the plane iron or bit. which Lout no slot in it. In this figure
two adjustable screws 'laming through the metallic capping
m•rve the 1.1t1110 purpose as the projection's, C, in Fig. 2, acting
as fulcrum:a against the wedge. By this improvement the
whit It of the mouth may be instantly adjusted to suit the different kinds of wood worked or the different demandis of the
work. Tho metallic covering of the stock may be removed
from a sworn otst stock and adjusted readily to another block.
Practical workmen will readily slitscover the advantages of
tido improvement.
Patented through the Scientific American Patent AgVney
August 23, 1808, by Smith & Carpenter. Other features are
covered by a caveat aulasequently filed. For further infer.
maim* *Admen F. Smith, 111 West King streot, Lancaster,

isOTES & QUERIES .
A group of 34 Providence planes acquired by the
H.F.du Pont Winterthur Museum were noted in 1-3.
Of especial interest was the fact that this hoard,
which had apparently remained together for many
years, was marked with several combinations of
boxed initials. The most common set reads NB and
it appears on 24 of the planes. We illustrate
the toe end of a plane made by Aaron Smith, planemaker, of nearby Rehoboth, Mass., who was contemporary with Joseph Fuller and I. Lindenberger,
makers of 29 of the Winterthur planes. Smith
used a wedge form that mirrored Fuller's almost
exactly. The notable feature of the Smith plane
is the fact that, perhaps co-incidentally, it too
bears the boxed initial stamp NB. It was collected
by Charles Jacob who pointed out the similarity to
us four years ago. Other stamps reading NB, not
necessarily identical with the Jacob or Winterthur
mark, have also been recorded. One appears, for
instance, on a Henry Wetherell plane owned by
Paul Kebabian

TTT

We have now heard from several sources including
the Chronicle of the EAIA that an advertisement
by Thomas Granford, printed in the London Postman
of 1703 has been discovered. The text available
to us reads "(Thomas Granford) maketh and selleth
all sorts of Joyners and Carpenters Tools, where
any Artificers or Merchants may be furnished greater or lesser quantities of the best sort, and to
prevent abuses, I mark with my name at length instead of T.G." We have also heard indirectly that
exa plane resembling the Granford and GranfLfrdeus
Coast
West
a
in
exists
amples so far discovered
collection. We'd like to hear more about this.
Granford's advertisement included the information
that he lived at the sign of the "3 Planemakers in
Queen Street near Cheapside". Three "planemakers"
is not a transcription error. It suggests a possible deeper meaning of Jennion's three planes sign.
The June- 1980 Chronicle of the EAIA has two interesting pieces on planes by B-ARS members. George Murphy has done an excellent study titled
Dating St. Louis Planes, a two-parter and Roger
Smith, our esteemed IMP editor has expanded
our knowledge of Bailey-Stanley planes with his
Bailey-Stanley Wood Bottom Planes. Any B-ARS
member who is not also a member of EAIA should
become one. Much good stuff appears in the Chron-6
icle four times a years. Write Earl Solp.s, Membership Chairman, EAIAiCraft Shops, Williamsburg,
Va 23185

to
Our attention has been several times called
common
Bob Graham provides a confirmation of the I or
"boxing" with lignum vitae, apparently
J GREGG report. He has seen a second one on
among Philadelphia planemakers. Instances of
the tongue half of a pair of match planes.
N.E. as well.
this practice have been noted in
•
Post card
1975
a
up
turns
files
our
A review of
a
plane marked TIDD, presumably from Paul Kebabian who describes a moving
Bud Brown has found
doveThomas Tidd, mid 18 C London. However the only
fillister by William Moss which has "14",
the
on
BP
II
is
in
mark
Bud's
inserts
recorded
T.TIDD.
previous
tail-fitted, lignum mitae wear
find lacks the initial T.
working edge of the sole." Lignum vitae reinforcements were apparently commoner than has
Dan Semel reports E G WELLS on a 19th c. 'moulder.
previously been cqnceived.
While there are many WELLS including an L.G.
WELLS this label is not in any standard list.

Ftz001" tfik t4/

cu-rrokkc
5-1)6E-

Plane has no marks and very slight chamfers.
What was it? Why both Hollow & Compass?
I picked this plane up in the Helderbergs area.
The seller had no idea how it ended up in his
possession.
Could the sole & iron have been part of a set
allowing different profiles?

ahebael

Coryox

;
NOTES & QUERIES
A consolidation of information about Dutch plane
labelers which has appeared in the Bulletin and
elsewhere gives us eleven full names and twenty
six sets of initials. Seven differend iron
labels have also been recognized in connection
witht Dutch style planes.
Dutch Planemakers or Dealers
C. Spaan
Cawed N Doesburg &ub/Utrecht
Jan Noostgedaght/Ylst/Friesland (JN)
J.C. Mortier en Zonen/Gorinchem
J.H.Andries and/or J G Andries
I.Mooyman
F. Hoon T
J.Jannsen
J.C. Kamler/Amsterdam
(SVE)
S Van Embden
(ADH)
Ary Den Hengst
Initialers of Dutch Planes
Crowned
WE
P D
LT
Crowned
IR
CCZ 1728 Crowned
Crowned
PFW
SVE
Crowned
IGB
JN
II
GM
RS
FM
WB
I,
KH
HW
I.S.
CJH
R & V R
EDB
MR
IV
AVDM
WVE (Possible connection SVE)
GDH (Possible connection CJH)
PVD (Possible connection P or PD)
Irons Found in Dutch Planes
P. Dues me
Albert Bertram
F.Sehringhaus Soh
G. Sehringhaus
F.W. Durhot
E.B.Muller & Co
J. FD (or F.N.) S
P.J. Herberts
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Additional recordings of D PRESBREY and Sx
PRESBY appear in Bud Steere's April '79 list.

E

4.4

AD

In a recent list Roger Smith notes the embossed
imprint V.DANIEL on an 18th C style, 1" skew
rabbett with the wide chamfering.
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No J.MARTIN appears in BP II but a plane of
this label was offered at the Christie's Arnold
& Walker sale.
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A BCSTON MERCHANT SELLS
TWENTY FOUR PLANES
ON A FALL DAY IN 1807
by
P.D.
In the Henry Francis du Pont Winterthur Library is a broadside of
Robert Hewes, a Boston Merchant whose firm afterward became Foster &
Hewes. On the back of the broadside is written a Foster & Hewes invoice
for tools, dated Nov. 20, 1807. Who the customer was is not stated. Most
of the tools were planes and I list these below. Some of the tools were
priced in shillings and pence (with a shilling equal to a shade over 1040)
but the addition was in dollars and cents and I quote that only.
Jointer
Jack Plane
Dbl Smooth Plane
Plow 6 Irons
pair Sash Planes
Moving Phillister
1
Reed Plane
1
Hollow & Bead
1
Quirk Ogees
2
Quirk Ogee & Bead
1
Plane
Rabbit
1
P4ir Hollow & Rounds'
1
1
Halving Plane
Plane Ovalo
1
Bace (Sic) Moulding (about $1.56) 1 bead
1
ditto (about $.81)
2 - Astrigals 2 Quirk Ovalos & Beads
1 - Nosing Plane

1
1
1
1

24

-

TOTALS

$4.25
.88
1.13
4.00
2.50
2.00
1.25
1.00
2.25

1.25
.88
1.25
.75
1.25
2.37
4.00
1.13
$32.14

The buyer also received a 24 inch, cast steel saw, a hammer, a shingling hatchet and 18 chisels. Although.hardly embracing the total kit of
a carpenter-Joiner, as we know it, the variety of tools suggests that the
buyer was outfitting himself. Perhaps it can be inferred that the list of
planes represents the basic requirements of such a woodworker at that time
and place. His plane purchase seems very complete. He acquired a set of
bench planes (no foreplane included), a rabbetl a halving plane and a nosing plane, a plow, a pair of sash planes and a fillister, a pair of
hollow and round and twelve assorted moulding planes.
We can assume the buyer was probably not setting up as a cabinet .
maker. The shingling hatchet, the absence of a toothina plane, a bitstock
a spoke shave and the like seems to confine him to rougher work. - On the
other hand, heavy construction would have required augers, a broadax and
other rugged tools and would hardly have necessitated the large range of
planes. At first glance, 18 chisels seems a great many but if we assume
that some of them were gouges for coping and scribing while the others
included a range of paring and morising chisels, the apparent over-supply
becomes understandable.

this period from
Those who are interested in planemaker& pricing in
Foster & Hewes
the
which little information has yet turned up may adjust
retailcrs,,..
_prices by whatever is known about turn of the century
markups. It should be remembered that prices most probably included the
cost of irons in all cases.
I believe the Foster & Hewes invoice has more to tell us and recommend it to the study of those interested in the period.
Is .there any internal clue, for instance, as to whether the planes
listed are of English or American manufacture? What important joinery
functions could not have been performed with the kit? Could tools
missing from the invoice have been constructed by the artisan himself?
How does the range of planes compare with those owned by other joiners
as shown by inventories of the period? Other questions will occur to the
reader.

mOTES & QUERIES
From Seth Burchard come several observations:
"OGONTZ TOOL CO. often turn up with Sandusky
Tool Co. irons. See letter from Wilbert G.
Schwer of Sandusky Tool in WPINCA p. 240, which
says they did not use the name Ogontz in his
time (1924-29).
Saw a CAM/&/BROWN iron (1796 - Goodman) in a
TILESTON/BOSTOm raising plane.
J.00THOUDT (1-3-15, 1-4-16) stamped twice on
the nose of a two-iron double 3/8 side bead,
single boxed on both sides. Irons are facing in
the same direction, not opposites. Plane iss
beech and certainly looks American, not Dutch.
9¼"long.
ARY DEN
GST/ROTTERDAM (1V-4-3) "Den" is
,Dutch for ."the" as Den Haag, The Hague.
THEE-14NHARD/FRANKFURT/A-M (1V-4-15). How
about The.Ernhard. "The" short for Theodor?
This makes more sense in German orthography.
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From the Iron Horse 1977 auction catalog come
these marks:
D.FOSTER - on a 151
/
4 " panel plane about 1800
J.WEEDEN - on an 18th C moulder
J.RXEST - on a round
MAND4ERS - on a hollow, early 19 C
C COPELAND - complex moulding
W.EDWARD - single boxed bead.
Anne & Don Wing note a pair of hollows and rounds
by GEORGE BURNHAM JR, Amherst, Mass. plane maker
which is also stamped L.P.Chapin.
Auction list of Richard Crane 7/14/79 includes
notice of two handled match planes marked D.C.
DUNHAM. Also a double ironed bench plane marked
C.B.FARR and E.PEREINS.
We quote from lot 388 in the Christie catalog
of the A & W sale "...a 10 in. long centremoulding plane (stamped P PASSLEY-zb), with several other early and interesting marks)..."

Walter Phelps "would like to know
about planes with similar configurations.

"t' 7

'fait

E

"/".

Edge bead moulding plane by T. GOLDSMITH
Partially boxed, Rosewood endgrain
Don Wood

A LIST OF PREVIOUSLY UNRECORDED PLANE (and plane related) PATENTS
by
DAVE SPANG
Dave Spang,with a similar interest in Patent information to that of
Bill Hilton.was independently assembling a list. when Bill's "how did.
we ever live without it" Index of Plane and Spoke Shave Patents was.
issued. Dave sends us the following pages as'a "Not in Bill Hilton's
list" supplement. We have already found them useful.
PATENT NO.

'

INVENTOR AND ADDRESS

PATENT NAME

-,316

DOUBLE STAVE AND
PARALLEL JOINTER

J.S. KEEN, PHILI, PE:77

8, 1829

METALLIC SCRAPER

O. TEAL, SALINA, NY

NO7 19, 1854

GROOVING PLANE BIT

JCI-UT SHUMIT, LAWRENCEVILLE,

SEP-2 9, 1835

COOP-RS TOOL

M. SUTTON, PENFIELD, NY

JUN 28, 1836

REVOLVING PLANE

SAMUEL L. HEDGE, BRA72LEBOROUGH, 77

COOPERS CROZE

J.F. BRODHEAD, KINGSTON, NY

CAST IRON PLANE STOCK

W. FOSTER, WASHINGTON, D.C.

CABINET MAKER'S SCRAPER

H. CARVER, EDINBURGH, VA

OCT

OCT 8, 1838

967

MAR 16, 1844

ADD IMP TO .
3355

AUG 6, 1850

7543

NOV 2, 1852

9,364

SHOEMAKERS EDGE PLANE

N. BUCHER, WEEDSPORT, NY

OCT 17, 1854

11,808

SHOEMAKERS EDGE PLANE

D.W. HORTON, PETERSBURGH, IND

JUN 24, 1856

15,176

MEW=

EDGE PLANE

I.A. DUNHAM, N. BRIDGEWATER, NA

REISSUE 418
ORIG 11,635

MULTIFORM MOLDING PLANE

THOMAS D. WORRALL, LOWELL, MA

JUL 28, 1857

17,905

EDGE PLANE FOR TRIMMING
SOLES OF BOOTS ETG.

C. WARREN, PUTNAM, CONN.

AUG 4, 1857

17,919

SMOOTHING PLANES

JOHN F.W. ERDMANN, ?HILT

SEPT 22, 1857

18,237

EDGE PLANE

I.A. DUNHAM, N. BRIDGEWATER, MA

JUN 21, 1859

24,526

EDGE PLANE FOR BOOTS
AND SHOES

B. TOLMAN, PEMBROKE, MA

JUL 19, 1859

24,825

EDGE PLANE

H. SAVERBIER, NEWARK, NJ

DEC 20, 1859

26,535

MAST SCRAPER

R.N. TATE,NEWLONDON, CONN

APR 10, 1860

27,840

EDGE PLANE FOR BOOTS
AND SHOES

E.S. SNELL, N. BRIDGEWATER, MA

APR 17, 1860

27,955

COOPERS' TOOL

J.P. WOOD, TROY, OHIO

AUG 27, 1861

33,138

SHIPS SCRAM

J.C. GIBBS, MIDDLEBOROUGH, MA

MAR 17, 1863

37,920

WRENCH, SCRAPER AND
SCREW DRIVER COMBINED

T.J. FENNY, WOOSTER,

mo 31, 1863

38,026

EDGE PLANE FOR TRMIMING
SOLES OF BOOTS ETC.

J. BROOKS AND H. SANTORD
N. BRIDGEWATER, MA

SEPT 6, 1864

44,093

SHOEMAKERS EDGE PLANE

C.E. HERSEY EAST STOUGHTON, MA

MAY 30, 1865

47, 973

EDGE PLANE

MARTIN NEWMAN, UNADILLA, NY

JUL 4, 1E65

48,554

BOX, SHIP OR MAST
SCRAPER

C.W. HARRIS, PHUT, PA

'DEC 23, 1856

- 13

mo

- 7

JUN 5,

7:'ATT77 7C.
REISSUE 2274
ORIG 46,614

"3A777 1 NAME

7:7,7:7^
.,P.

AND A.DLRESS

CARPENTER'S BENCH PIA:a

WING H. TAPER, LOWELL, MA

SEPT 18, ;866

58,123

EDGE PLANE

S. MILLER, URBANA, OHIO

FEB 27, 1366

52,845

EDGE PLANE FOR BOOTS
AND SHOES

J.C.

NOV 27, 1866

59,958

TURNING & PLANNING TOOL

C.W. BURDIE, NORWICK, CONN.

FEB 5, 1E67

61,804

EDGE PLANE FOR BOOTS
AND SHOES

A.B. CLARK, AUBURN, MA

FEB 18, 1868

74,561

EDGE PLANES

C.D. MeAUIEY, CARTHAGE, OHIO

IUN 9, 1868

78,740

CROZE, COOPERS

J.C. HOFER, BELLAIRE, OHIO

OCT 13, 1868

83,021

HATCHET, HAMMEL,
' AND
SCRAPER COMBINED

A. BARBARIN, NEW ORLEANS, LA

OCT 27, 1868

83,560

TURNING & PLANNING TOOL

J.P. SMITH, GLASGOW, SCOTLAND

MAR 30, 1869

88,264

EDGE PLANE

C.P. BIGELOW, CLINTON, MA

78,758

EDGE PLANE, SOLE ETC.

M. PACKARD, NORTH EASTON, MA

JUN 22, 1868

79,203

EDGE PLANE FOR BOOTS,
ETC.

P. BUXTON AND G. CROSBY
LAKE VILLAGE, N.H.

MAY 4, 1869

89,754

EDGE PLANE FOR BOOTS,
AND SHOES

P.S. FOSTER, RICHMOND, MAINE

DEC 21, 1869

98,029

COOPER'S TOOL

I. CHRISTY, CLYDE, OHIO

FEB 1, 1870

99,392

TOOL FOR TONGUEING
GROOVING

EDWARD P. BENGLER & G.S. POST
WILLIAMSPORT, PA

.Jun 9, 1868

PEORIA, ILL

APR 19, 1870

102,048

SHOEMAKERS EDGE PLANE

J.H. SANDFORD, N. BRIDGEWATER, MA

JUL 19, 1870

105,452

SHOEMAISSS EDGE PLANE

SEPT 20, 1870

107,491

SHOEMAKERS EDGE PLANE

A.P. HAZARD, N. BRIDGEWATER, MA
A.P.'HAZARD, N. BRIDGEWATER, MA

SEPT 20, 1870

107,541

MACHINE FOR TEOMING
SICKLE SECTIONS, PLANE
IRONS, ETC.

S.P. REYNOLD'S, AUBURN, NY

OCT 11, 1870

108,305

PLANNING NECHANISM

C. VAN HAAGEN & A. VAN HAAGEN
PHILI, PA

NOV 1, 1870

108,771

PLOW JOINTER

DANIEL DILLENBACK, GALESBURG, MICH

DEC 13, 1870

110,123

GROOVING TOOL

J. DILL, GRAND RAPIDS, MICH

DEC 20, 1870

110,407

GROOVING TOOL

& A:TT-TO
PH-LI, PA

7

•

FEB 21, 1871

111,952

METHOD OF ATTACHING
HANDLES TO SCRAPERS

ELWARD C. LOCKE, PROVIDENCE, R.I.

FEB 28, 1871

112,205

COOPERS CROZE

V. APPLETON, M.P. JACOBS AND S.F.
ROSY, HARR:SON COUNTY, :ND.

MAR 28, 1871

115,214

STAVE JOINTER

JOHN SEERMAN & W.M. MARRIOTT,
CLEVELAND, OHIO

APR 4, 1871

115,268

STAVE JOINTER

HARRY A. CROSSLEY, CLEVELAND, OF-0

PATENT NO.

PATENT N;.1.2",

INVENTOR AND ADDRESS

APR 18, 1871

113,800

PLANING TOOL

NATHANIEL RUSSELL PLYMOUTH, MA

APR 25, 1871

114,089

COOPER'S CROZE

J.F. APPLEGATE & C. FEIOCK
ALBANY, IND.

TUN 6, 1871

115,690

CROZING STAVES

H. BRADSHAW, CHICAGO, ILL

JUL 4, 1871

116,670

STAVE JOINTER

S.C. BLINN, TECUMSEH, MICH.

JUL 4, 1871

REISSUE 4454
ORIG 18,237

EDGE PLANE

I.A. DUNHAM, N. BRIDGEWATER, MA

OCT 31, 1871

119,570

COOPER'S CROZE & HOWEL

A. BUSENGER, MOUNT SOLON, VA

DEC 5, 1871

121,465

EDGE PLANE

A.J. PARKER, LYNN, MA

JUL 16, 1872

129,419

ADJUSTABLE COOPER'S
HOWEL

M. MORIARTY, BANGOR, MAINE

DEC 10, 1872

133,820

CORNICE TOOL

J.P. BALLANTINE, DETROIT, MICH

JAN 28, 1873

135,308

EDGE PLANE

FREDRICK F. BAUMANN, CAMBRIDGE, MA

MAY 20, 1873

139,034

EDGE PLANE FOR TRIMMING B. J. TAYMAN, PHILI, PA
DOLES AND WELTS OF SHOES

TUN 17, 1873

1 39,852

COOPER'S CROZE

J. BAILEY, SPRINGPORT, IND.

SEPT 23, 1873

142,995

COOPER'S CROZE & HOWEL

W. R. DAVIS, UNION CITY, PA

PLANE IRON

J.J. RALYA, CLEVELAND, OHIO

MAY 25, 1875

REISSUE 6462
ORIG 138,762

JUN 22, 1875

REISSUE 6498
ORIG 67,398

BENCH PLANE

L. BAILEY, NEW BRITAIN, CONN.

JAN 11, 1876

172,048

EDGE PLANE

W. OSBORNE, LAKEVILLE, MA

AUG 29, 1876

181,594

PLANING TOOL

FREDERICK RAUH, PITTSBURG, PA

FEB 6, 1877

187,191

MAKING PLANE IRONS

L. SPRING, MILLBURY, MA

APR 24, 1877

188,967

BOX SCRAPER

JOIM P. TIERNEY, SACRAMENTO, CA

JAN 18, 1881

236,759

EDGE PLANE

WILLIAM R. BARTON, BRIDGEWATER, MA

JAN 18, 1881

236,760

EDGE PLANE

WILLIAM R. BARTON, BRIDGEWATER, MA

L --4-- 1.5

NOTES & QUERIES

1

Second name stamps on the toe ends of planes
are generally thought to be those of owners
or dealers rather than men concerned in the
manufacturing process. A plane was recently
observed that bore the name I WADE in the maker's
position. The assumption is that we have found
still another possible unrecorded maker. However, some years ago Anne and Don Wing sent your
editor a rubbing of an I SLEEPER plane which
bore, below Sleeper's name on the toe end, the
name, I WADE. The recently reported plane was
described as having a sleeper-style wedge, Assuming it is the same I WADE, his role as a
stamper is ambiguous. It is possible that the
two planes were once part of the working kit of
a wood worker named I WADE who stamped his name
on one in the unoccupied position usually preempted by the maker and on the other in the
open space left after Sleeper had placed his
mark. Another interpretation is that Wade was a
maker and that the plane with his name alone
was marked in the traditional way while the
Sleeper plane represents one of those curious
but not unknown transactions where two makers
both appear. Perhaps Wade bought planes for
re-sale from Sleeper; perhaps there is another
explanation. Can you help with other sightings
of I Wade planes or even with information about
the man himself?
Dan Semel comments on planemaker E.NEWELL Who is
listed in WPINCA as working in both Lanesboro
and Leeds Mass., which is in Hampshire County
about five miles N.W. of Northampton. No working date is given in WPINCA and Dan suggests
that, based on the appearance of a Newell plane
in his collection we may place this maker in '
the IS C. The plane has the relieved wedge of
the Eastern Mass, makers and early style chamfering. It is a rabbet, 9 3/4" long of birch.
There is no place name and the mark is sawtoothed and wasp waisted between the E and the
NEWELL.

Alan Bates reports on lignum vitae boxing:
W BROOKS 10" long bead moulder with liqnum
vitae boxing. The mark is of large, incised (or
incuse if you prefer) letters and it differs
from the previously recorded Brooks mark.
I SCHAUER, a double reed with liqnum vitae
inserts.
At an auction the Secretary picked up a Dutch
style 9 7/8" hollow which at first appeared to
have no markings except an irregularly struck
MJVW, almost certainly an owner, on the toe and
heel. Cleaning, however, revealed a long,
straight sided, single deck imprint on the toe.
Little was legible except the first letter and
final two letters, N
RG. The number of
missing letters is an estimate. The letter just
before the R may be a "U" or an "I" but only
part of it is visible and that not clearly. In
IV-4 we noted that an Iron Hprse catalog had
listed CAWED N. DOESBURO & UY/UTRECHT on a Dutch
style moulder. We don't knw what "Cawed" represents but N.Doesburg could be the reading of
the mark on the Secretary's plane. Any suggestions?
The strange mark CAWED N DOESBURG/UBs/UTRECHT
reported earlier is made somewhat stranger by
Jess Ruble's report of FIRMA N DOESBURG/UTRECUT. on two Dutch moulding planes. The Secretary recently acquired a Dutch moulder with
an almost obliterated mark. The first letter
N and the final two letters RG can be made
out. This might be still another firm of the
DOESBURG label.
_
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The member who sent this to us asked what the function of
this plane was and to what trade it might belong. His
letter and the drawing were spparated and we're ,sorry we
can't credit him.
Artist: claim your work.

NOTES & QUERIES
A plane collected by Charles Jacob which is marked only with the boxed initials I B is illustrated. Most unusual feature of this plane is its
iron marked PSHNIOE with the N cut backward. Although several anagramatic reconstructions of
this strange word are possible we believe that
it probably represents a word or name not much
removed from the spelling rendered. Has anyone
any ideas? N.JOSEPH can be made from the letters
but we know of no cutler of that name.

From Bud Brown comes news of a moulder with a
relieved wedge and 18 C characteristics associated with the Eastern Mass. makers. The name
which is embossed in a sawtooth border is
SAM'L DRUCE with Sam'l stacked about Druce.
An 8" round plane with a very narrow sole belongs to Gary Hammond . It is marked I EAM ?
in a sawtooth rectangle.

The entry in WPINCA of COLLINS/RAVENNA, OHIO
without initials or date has been illuminated by
the publication of a broadsheet catalog of
F.(itch) K. Collins in the June 1980 issue of
the Chronicle of the EAIA. This catalog is in
fact mentioned in the text of WPINCA on p.36.
In an article entitled"Cabinet Making Tools at
the Ohio Historical Center': Larry Nelson has
assembled a wealth of information about Ohio tool
manufacturing and has reproduced the broadsheet
as a full page illustration. The Collins list.
which is dated July 5, 1838, shows that by this
date a full range of joiners' planes was manufactured and commercially available in Ohio.
Collins' working dates are uncertain but he apparently continued at least through 1840 and
perhaps up to 1850, by which time he had left
Ravenna and was employed as a carpenter in Brown
Township.
Nelson speaks of a reminiscence of Ravenna by
A.B.Griffin who identifies several plane makers
said to have worked contemporaneously with Fitch
Collins. These are A.S.Collings, Thomas Caine,
Conrad Sapp. WPINCA lists a -planemaker named
Griffin working in Ravenna. Whether this is
A.B.Griffin is unclear. In their benchmark
work on N.Y. State toolmakers, "Planemakers and
Other Edge Tool Enterprises in N.Y. State..." the
Roberts speak of an Alfred Collins who presumably
worked in Utica in the 1830's. This might be
Ravenna's A.S.Collins but we have no evidence
other than the similarity of names.
Bob Seifert reports that Carlton Davidson owns
a plow plane marked A.OSBORN. This name was a
secondary name on a CAULDWALL plane Bob reported
in 111-3. Bob tells us the name is quite common
in the East Hampton, Long Island area and goes
back to about 1650. He feels Osborn may have
been a dealer in the area.

NU tIt

MORE ON CREASING PLANES
The inventory of Captain Samuel Clark of Milford, Conn. taken in
1725 contained a hollow plain, a round plain, a smoothing plain, 5
ploughs and cresinq plains. (Quoted in Furniture of the New Haven Colony, P.E. Kane, N.H. Hist. Soc. 1973)
The 1823 inventory of planemaker Aaron Smith, taken 198 years later
listed: 4 set bench plaines, 2 cornices, 5 planes, 2 smooth planes, 2
set Match planes 10 crease planes 28 hollows and rounds, 13 crease
planes without irons, 89 planes, 1 double Iron Jointer, 1 double iror,
foreplane, 1 Grooving plough & 8 irons, 44 double iron planeirons, 2
dozen single iron planeirons, 2 tooth plane ircps 2 double Iron planes,
17 plough plates, 52 rough plane irons, /
1
2 dozen plough irons and stop,
1 croze iron, 6 brass plates, 72 brass screws.The inventory, which is
quoted by Anne and Don Wing in their Catalog Number 8, pretty well tells
us what creasing planes were not and strongly implies that they were
moulders since most other common joiners' planes are specified in the
list. Smith owned a whole "box of stamps"; what collector would not
pay
fifty times the $3.00 value of the box to buy just one of these
today?
Josiah Bartholomew died in Southampton, Long Island, N.Y. in 1688.
His inventory includes among other tools: one Joyners plow, 3 creas
plains, 2 rabbitting plains/all with Irons, 1 Rabit plain stock. George
Owen who died not too far away in Brookhaven, Long Island, owned at his
death in 1684, a jointer, 2 foreplaines, a hand plaine, a creas plaine
and a rabiting plaine. The inventories of these artisans are quoted in
Long Island Is My Nation,, a study of Long Island craftsmen and their
arts in the years 1640 to 1830. . The eastern end of Long Island, it
should be remembered, fell within the New England influence and had much
of its commercial and social intercourse with the inhabitants of the nee.rby
shores 3f Conne&ticut, Rhode Island and Massachusetts. (Lone Island Is MY
Nation, -Piildy;'Hefner & Klaffky, Society for the Preservation of Long
Island Antiquties, 1976)

Richard Howe recently acquired this plane which
he describes as looking "middle 13th C English
with a hand made stamp". The plane is 10" long.
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Among the several Warren entries under New Hampshire in WPINCA is W.WhRREN/HHDSON. Epger Smith
has recorded W.WARREN/NASHUA on a jointer, a
dado plane and a filletster.

2" bead of leth C appearance is
/
• WEEDER' on a 1
listed in the 1977 auction catalog of Iron
Horse Antiques. Compare WEEDEN, "Names Alone"
section of WPINCA.

KENDALL without an initial or a place name was
recorded on a plane (either a hollow or a
round) offered in the Christie sale of Arnold
6. Walker tools.

A pair of dado-housing planes by T MIDDLEMISS/
NORTH SHIELDS were offered in the Arnold &
Walker sale at Christies. This name does not
PB II.
appeal. in

In a plane by Owen offered at the Christie
Arnold & Walker sale was an iron marked CHARLES
MOORE(?). Owen, of whom little is known, is
believed early.

NOTES & QUERIES
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Bob Graham who observed and illustrated the
gauges shown above thinks it would be interesting to record all the planemaker's marks that
appear on gauges.

In 1835, 36 &'37 JOHN A KING is listed in
Newark, N.J. directories as a planemaker, in
1835 & '36 JOHN TEASMAN also appears. It is not
clear whether these men had their own shops or
were bench hands but if they were proprietors,
sRecimens of their labels are particularly to
be desired for, like Ceasar Chelor, they were
blacks. It should be noted that there were
probably two John Kings in Newark in the same
period,for a John King without a middle initial
is also listed in the directories of '35, '36
& '37. Teasman and John A King were described
in their entries as "col'd", John King was not
so described.

We heard from ?hiliP Walker about some of the
many items quoted from the christie catalog of
the A & W sale. His comments add a good deal
to our original report so we repeat them
verbatim.
"1)HANDS, embossed caps, in zb. When the Christies catalogue was prepared all the 12 known
planes with this mark had come from a single
source and could have been a home-made set.
Since then 2 or 3 more examples have been seen,
with a different assortment of owners names.
so I think we can safely assume that Hands was
a planemaker, probably a late-18th C. one.
(N.B. The period, in the Lot 224 entry, was a
misprint)
2)The sash fillister in Lot 289 did have the
stamp SHUFORD, emb in zb, and it certainly looked like a maker's mark, but I have seen no
other examples.
3)Additional planes marked MILLS/RIRKALDY (pronounced KURCUDDY by the natives:) have been seen.
4)The date of 1835 assigned to Robert Towel:
was a spot date based on the evidence that a
Towel' plane was acquired by the Royal & Imperial Polytechnique Institute in Vienna sometime
between 1830 and 1840.
5)1 have another round -topped iron stamped J.
SMITH (emb in zb) but know nothing about him.
6)The mark ADH (usually the A and D are joined
together) on Dutch planes stands for Ary den
Hengst and, as you point out Hengst means stallion. The "den"is the definite article "the".
The use of "den" in this name implies that "van"
(= of) had been dropped out, so that the man's
name was Ary of the Stallion. When the name originated this may have meant that Ary was the
fellow in the village who owned the stallion,
to whom you therefore went when you wanted your
mare serviced (compare the continuing Welsh usage
"Jones the Milk"or "Jones the Post") or it may
'have meant that he kept the pub, or the windmill.
called The Stallion (in Holland windmills have
names, just like pubs do here).

We think .re can offer some "possibilities" behind a few of the "Problem Children" in Bill
Goodman's BP II. W GRINEL is, in all probability,
William Grinnell who worked in Philadelphia from
1814 to 1819. He apparently spelt his name
both with a single "n" and with two "n's" for
WPINCA renders the spelling as does BP II
(likely from a label) while a Philadelphia directory we consulted used the double "n". BRIGGS
in a sawtooth border might be our old friend
Briggs In Keene or perhaps another of the sevWe would like to assemble a list of those planeeral appearances of this name among American
makers who used the word "maker" in their toe
planemakers. J.HALL might be John Hall who made
end marks. This has been observed among Baltiplanes in Cincinnati around 1840. Be might also
more makers and others but our records are inbe the J.Hall who worked in St. Louis, Mo. and
complete. Your help will be appreciated.
who may have been the Cincinnati Hall. Perhaps
•
IONES is a variant of the label of the I.IONES
A Cincinnati. Ohio directory of 1840 gives the
who worked in Holliston, Mass, or the I ZONES
name of a planemaker at Lyon & Co (Lyon & Hall
of Medway, Mass.. W.ROSS could have been Wm. .
in another place) as James Gouge. (A Philadel• Ross who worked in Baltimore, Md. perhaps as e
phia directory in 1800 lists John C. Keen as a
early as 1842. We'd love to have E.WALKER turn
maker - perhaps they should have gotten together).
out to be the first recorded label of Esther
Despite the appropriateness of the name for a
Walker of Cincinnati, Ohio but we suppose this
planemaker, we mention James Gouge because there
is too much to ask. WPINCA lists an R.WALL in
was another planemaker, Franklin J. Gouch who
its "Names Alone" section, perhaps the same one
worked in Worcester, Mass from 1850 to 1960.
shown among the problem children. ALLANS also
Given the uncertain orthography of directories
appears in WPINCA. J.GORDON is a Problem Child:
in general and the Cincinnati directories in
Ja Gordon is a"Names Alone WPINCA gives H & J
particular, it may be that Gouge = Gouch and that
HILL a London address; BP II carrie it as a
the men were related as it so often turns out
Problem Child. WPINCA lists W,SCOTT in its inwith planemakers of the same name. We don't
dex as identified in Pittsburgh, Pa. The name
know what the J. st000d for in the Worcester
does not appear in the Pittsburgh list, however.
maker's name and there is even the faint possiLike many of the names in these paragraphs it is
bility that it could have represented James.
a common one but it is at least a possibility
Does anyone. have any clue?
for BP II's SCOTT with no initials. You pays
your money and you takes your choice,
The Secretary owns a hollow of birch 10" long
but with a full rounded chamfers embossed S.
Harold Fountain told us about an 18th C jack
SMILEY. The iron is very much thicker than is
plane marked CATION in a sawtooth border. The
conventional in moulders. Ken Roberts reports
plane was designed for a single iron but reJ.SMILEY in the "Names Alone" section of WPINCA.
worked for the Buck Brothers double iron is
Jack Clouser listed a t & g by JOHN SMILEY/
contains today. The tote is off-set. The start
LCWELL. Finally Ed Ingraham has noted a Jo.
is square or diamond shped. The plane bottom
Fuller plane with a secondary label side by
has been worn or dressed to a much shallower
side with Fuller's which appears to read L.
depth than it originally had. David W. Cation
SM/LEY. The placing of the Fuller and Smiley
N.Y..."
is listed by Roberts in "Planemakers
stamps on this one are not arranged in a way
but his active dates were 1834-44 much too late
which suggests maker and owner but perhaps
for him to be the probably stamper of Harold's
maker and associate. Somebody must know somejack. Perhaps there are other Cation planes
thing about the Smileys. Let us hear from you.
around. We'd like to hear about them.

Owned by John Kassay, San Bruno, CA. who was
told by a friend who gave him the plane that
it came from New Lebanon Community. The plane
is marked H.C. Henry Cantrell was an artisan
at New Lebanon and may have been the marker.
John Kassay is author of The Book of Shaker
Furniture. June 1980. U. of Mass. Press.
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A comparison of a pair of planes, one
by M Crannell, the other by Bensen and
Crannellrecorded by Paul Kebabian.
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QUERIES
•
A sighting of E RUGG which removes any doubt of
this name having been a reading of a poorly stamped E. Briggs has been made by Roger Smith, who
provides a rubbing which is,though clear, not
quite sharp enough for reproduction. The plane
on which Rugg's name appears is a razee'd 16"
bench plane with a two inch wide double cutter.
Roger estimates it as 1825-50 based on stylistic
.characteristios and suggests this nay pinpoint
E.RUGG as Elias, Jr. born 1803.
NOTES

Ed Ingraham reported sometime ago a set of
seven moulders he had acquired with styling
similar to that of E.CLARK/MIDDLEBORO. The
planes are unmarked except for an incised M
approximately
high. In four of the seven
the irons are wa..1,ked BISHOP with an indistinct
device of which only three dots forming a triangle. The planes are of yellow birch and
have low steps and wedges with slightly relieved finials.

Another BARRY & WAY/CAST STEEL/WARRANTED iron has
been reported, this time by Don Wood. It is in
a BARRY & WAY/N.YORK smooth plane. The blade
was slotted for a cap iron but none was used.
The plane mark is embossed, the iron incised.

field's A History of the Town of Pittsfield...,
1344 says, -Goocrich s tactory, erected in 1816
is a wooden building, forty feet by thirty.
Lead pipe, buttons, machinery, etc. were formerly manufactured there. It is now a plane and
planing factory, Ten hands on an Average are
employed." Smith's The History of Pittsfield
Mass..., 1876, says "The fulling-mill was succeeded in 1816 by a wooden factory, forty by
thirty feet in size, which was erected by Caleb
Goodrich and Spencer Churchill...john Webb occupied most of the upper story for the manufacture of carpenter's planes from 1837 to Sept.
27, 1849, when the building was destroyed by
fire." The two quotations tell us something
about the operation and the dates of John Webb
who is listed in WPINCA under his label J.WEBB.
W. Webb, probably John's brother, William is also
listed as a plane maker in WPINCA and the labels
J & W WEBB and WEBB & GAMWELL are reported as
well.
In his History of Pittsfield, Mass
J.E.A.
SMITH says: "About the year 1820, a small
building was erected on or near the site of the
Rufus Allen iron-forge on Onota brook, and from
that date until 1843, was occupied as a manufactory of carpenters' tools by Moses Sweet." WPINCA
lists Sweet with the dates - 1826 - 29 -. Smith's
account enables us to expand this range in both
directions.
Charles Hummel tells us in English Tools In America that, "By 1788 there were at least nine
planemakers at work in Philadelphia, a sufficient number to warrant them a place in the
'Grand Federal Procession' of July 4, William
Martin bore the standard..." Who were the
other eight? If Samuel carruthers and Benjamin
Armitage were still around they would be likely
candidates. Thomas Napier who began work in
Philadelphia in 1735 is another. Others could
have been John Butler, 1785 to 1830 and Amos
Wheaton, perhaps as early as 1785 to 1793.
Early makers whose directory dates are somewhat later then 1788 but who might have been
making planes at that time include: William
Brooks, 1791 - 1807: Melchior Deter, 1797-1803:
Thomas Goldsmith, 1801-'4836; George Goldsmith,
1805-1854: John C. Keen, 1800: Hibsam Martin
(or Mibsan or both), 1799 -1807; John Stall,
1800-1801. Pay your money and take your choice.
The device on Martin's banner included a smooth
plane, spring dividers, three planes,a square
and a gauge. One would have expected files,
floats and chisels as well. (Our dates are
chiefly from directories. They compare in most
cases with those given in WPINCA which, however
does not include either all these men or all the
dates we have listed.)
Henry Sawin has an Ohio Tool Co. plow on which
the words "Patent Aug. 4, 1874" appear. No record can be found of the granting ofa intent
in any. way applicable on or near this date. It
has been suggested that the marking, which would
be expected to read "Patented Aug. 4 etc", is a
ruse to discourage competitors. There is no tomfirmation of this and Hank hopes to learn about
other uses of the expression "Patent/Month/Date
& Year" so that more dates can be searched to discover if actual patents stand behind the statements. Should several uses of the expression fail
to produce matching patents it could then be assumed that the ruse explanation is a likely one.

DAL'. SEMEL

A look at the Bawden Auction catalog provides us
with some items worth noting:
*74 Plow Plane, beech, wedge-lock sliding ars,
Brass tipped - Wm. Keen
*88 Moving Fillester Plane, beech - "O.Smith"
*239 Handled Plow Plane, rosewood with boxwood
screw arms & nuts - B.G.Skilton (naker? EMS)
*299 Plow Plane, 18 C, yellow birch - A.Adams
*338 Beutiful 18 C crown moulding plane, 6"
yellow birch, offset handle, A.Adams
*377 Jonas & Colver plane iron with spectacle
imprint.

Bob Graham has recorded PC in a sawtoothed rectangle struck twice on the end of a 10 1/8"
bead moulder of birch. There is no other mark
and the wedge is of the Sleeper/Little style.
An L.LITTLE with a secondary mark ZF in a sawtoothed rectangle is in Bob Graham's collection.
Bud Steere reports still another H.WETHERELL
with the double crown mark.
Dave Soang reports the label BRAZER/LOWELL. This
maybe the mark of Benjamin Brasier or Brazer
who was listed in Lowell, Mass, directories in
1832,33/34,&'35. He would seem to be Lowell's
earliest planemaker yet identified.
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This edition of THE IMP contains repros. of scarce S.R.U. Co. adv. & 'How to Use'
sheets. Perhaps not as 'meaty' as the last 2 IMPS, but I am sure you will understand that
.theik is a limit to the amount of volunteer time one individual can contribute to this
section. Your contributions are welcome and you will receive full credit. R.K.S.
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No.' 45 Iron Stock and Fence, Price, $8.00.
This Plane embraces in a compact and practical form (1) Beading and Center Beading
Plane; (2) Rabbet and FIlletster;.(3) Dado; (4) Plow; (5) Matching Plane; and (0) a superior
Slitting Plane. • •
•
•XZ—Each Plane is accompanied by seven Beading Tools (1-8, 3-10, 1-4, 5-10, 3-8. 7-10 and
1-2 inch), nine Plow and Dade Bits. (1-8, 3-10, 14, 5-10, 3-8, 7-16, 1-2, 5-8 and 7-8 inch), a Slitting Tool, and a Tonguing Tool.'
•
DIRECTIONS.
• WA00--.Insert a Bit of the required width in the main stock, bring the sliding section of the
stock snugly up to the left edge of the Bit, and secure it on the arms by the Brsss Thumbscrews. The depth gauge will serve best if placed at the left hand on the sliding section of the
Plane. •
RABBET AND FILLETSTER—Insert Bit as above, attach the Fence to the arms by the upper
holes in the same, and thus regulate the width to be cut. Use the depth gauge on right hand
side of the main stock. •
' •
BEADING AND' CENTER BEADING —Insert Beading Tool in place of the Bit, and otherwise
use the pl4ne in same form as for Rabbet. For Center 13eading the Fence may be adjusted to
allow of making a bead five inches Inside from the edge of a board if desired.
• MATCHING PLANE —Insert the Tonguing Tool anti use the Plane in the sante form a.s before. The:depth of the Tongue may be easily regulated by use of the Brass Gauge at tacked to
the cutter. Boards varying from three-quarters to one inch in thickness can be matched in the •
center. The quarter ii.ch Plow Bit is used for Grooving.
PLOW-1, Insert a Bit of the required width, and attach the Fence to the arms by the :ower
holes in theeante. In using Bits less than one-quarter inch in width, remove the sliding section •
of the Plane from the arms.
• SLITTING PLANE—Insert the Slitting 13Iade into the slot on the right side of the main.
stock of the Plane, and just in front. of the handle, placing the steel depth gauge on the cause.
spindle, and fasten the whole by use of the Brass Thumb Setew.
NOTE.:Lin assembling the plane, always insert the Cr,,,
h the lo»oest 6Cr, 1U aread
nearest the handle, time makinp a spindle for recciviny the Slitting Blade on the right hand side
of the main stock.
•
The peculiar form of the Spurs in the base of the two sections 10 the Plane give three separate points which are interchangeable; or, if no spar is needed, all three of them can be wit/c• •
• Own:
•

MANUFACTVItEn isv THE .

STANLEY RULE & LEVEL COMPANY
NEW

BRITAIN,

CONN. .

1667

BAILEY'S PATENT ADJUSTABLE

'11

IRON

BENCH

PLANES.

The above Cut gives a Sectional View of an Iron Jack Plane (..Vo. 5, 14 Inch), and will illustrate the position
of the several parts while in use.
The Plane-Iron (A) is made from the best quality ENGLISH CAST STEEL, is of equal thickness
throughout, tempered and ground by an improved process, and is sharpened for immediate use when sent to
market. The Cap-Iron (B) is also made from steel, and is fastened to the Plane-Iron in the usual manner.
by an adjustable screw near the center.
The improved form of the Plane-Iron renders it unnecessary to detach the Cap-Iron at any time, as
the connecting screw will slide back to the extreme end of the slot in the Plane-Iron, without the danger of
falling out. The screw may then be tightened, by a turn with thumb and finger; and the Cap-Iron will
serve as a convenient handle, or rest, in whetting or sharpening the cuttitg edge of the Plane-Iron.
The Iron Lever (C) is held in place below its center by the screw (E), which acts as a fiticrum, and
the Lever may be readily clamped down upon the Ir -s)..,1Dy the use of the Thumb-piece and Cain (D).
When the Thumb-piece is turned upward, and thertitik- btases to bear upon the Irons, the Lever may be
removed from its place and the Irons released, without turning the Screw (E), as the Lever and Irons are
properly slotted for this purpose.
The pressure required for the best working of u.1 Plane-Iron can be easily obtained, by driving or
slacking the Screw (E).
When the Plane-Iron is secured in its place, by usiaz the brass Thumb-screw (F), the Lever (G) is
easily operated to drive or dr:w the Iron, and thus the—thicitngss of shaving to be taken from any work may
be regulated
perfect acc: -acy.
By means of the lever •
located under the-Plane-Iron. and working sidewise, the cutting edge can
be easily brought into a position exactly square•with the bottom of the Plane, if any variation should exist
when the Plane-Iron is first clamped down. The Revolving Disc on the Lever prevents all Friction.
By use of two screws in the base of the iron bed-piece--one of which is shown (H)—the bed -piece
can be moved forward or backward sufficiently to open or close the mouth of the Plane, as the owner may
desire.
•MANUFACTURED BY THE

STANLEY• RULE
NEW
Warehouse,
12-16-'96-50,000.

BRITAIN,
No.

29

8c.

CONN..,
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LEVEL CO.,
U. S. A.

Street,
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STANLEY CORE BOX PLANE No. 57
DIRECTIONS FOR USE
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Fig. 1

To make a core box first layout with a scratch and compass the line and size
of the core box desired. With a thin batterr to guide the plane, make a bevel
'in-inch deep on each side, to define the edges of the cut. Next with a gouge. chi.;p1
or round plane, remove the middle portion of the core to within about
12/ -inch of
the . circumference.

Then with the core box resting on both edges
of the cut start to plane slowly and carefully; de
not let the plane slip (Fig. 2.). After the plane is
well into the circle it will work .much easier. Plane
half way and then reverse the block and do it the
other half the same way.

Fig. 2

Next, using a bench plane, plane off the top s•1rface of the core box until all three points of
square touch the circumference of the core. (Fig.3).
You then have a perfect semi-circle.

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

In building up the plane with additional sections for large core boxes, each.
section must have the tie or adjusting rods in position (Fig. 4). These adj s::7-_:
rods are for squaring up the sides of the plane. Be particularly careful to
up each section before the next section is put on. it is impossible to get a perfE:-. y
smooth surface where the sections join but. this is unnecessary to make a
'
core box.
4---•‘") ,%1
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STANLEY DOOR TRIM PLANE
This new Plane will make mortises
for Butts, Face Plates, Strike Plates,
Escutcheons, etc., without the use of a
butt gauge or chisel. In fact it might
very properly be termed a mechanical
chisel.
Its originaLfeature is the method of
mounting the cutter, which can be instantly set to work from either end of
the Plane or across it. In addition, the
cutter is cushioned by a spring which
prevents taking a heavier chip than can
easily he carried. A fence regulates
the position uf the cut and insures its
sides being parallel. The depth of the
cut is governed by a positive stop.
It is also a superior Router Plane for
surfacing the bottom of grooves or other
depressions parallel with the general
surface of the work.
The Plane is japanned, has nickel
plated trimmings, rosewood handles,
and three forged steel cutters.

List Each

No. 171.

Length 11 in., Weight 3 lbs.,

$2.75

Attach the fence "F", placing the arms in the lower
holes and adjust same to give the desired location of the
cut. When working the Plane, the fence should be held
close up against the side of the door or jamb.
Place the Plane in position with the cutter about onequarter of an inch from the end of the mortise. Press
down on the Plane until the entire bottom rests upon the
surface of the work. The cutter is fed into the wood by
the pressure of a spiral spring "E" which also acts as a
cushion to prevent the cutter taking a heavier chip than
can be easily carried. Make the first cut, taking care to
work the cutter close up to the end and to the full depth
of the mortise isee "R" Fig. I). Without changing the
position of the Plane or cutter, take successive small chips
as with a chisel, working the tool to the rear until the
other end of the mortise is reached. (See Fig. 1).
Reverse the cutter post by pressing the thumb plate "C"
and, without loosening the thumb screw "A", revolving
the post by means of the stop "B" until the bevel edge of
the cutter is exactly opposite its first position. Work the
Plane as in the first operation, cleaning out the chips
and leaving the bottom of the mortise smooth and to the
exact depth isee Fig. 2).
V- 4/ -1T

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
First mark or lay out the desired mortise with a sharp
knife. The three forged steel cutters, ,•l4 in.,
in. and
3, in., are for. different widths of cut, and the size used
also depends somewhat upon whether hard or soft woods
are to be worked, the largest size working easily in common pine.
Having selected the proper cutter, attach same to the
upright post easing the hole nearer the cutting edge' with
the bevel edge up. This will bring the corrugations on
the upper side of the cutter, so they will mesh with the
grooves or corrugations on the bottom of the post.
Through each cutter an extra hole "G" is made to allow
for "taking up" after repeated grinding of the cutting edge.
Loosen thumb screws "A" and "D". The thumb
screw "D" is for use only when the Plane is used as a
Router, and should remain loose during the entire operation of cutting mortises.
Turn the stop "B", on the top of the cutter post, until
the distance from the bevel edge "H" of the cutter, to the
bottom surface of the Plane measures the exact depth of
the mortise desired; then fasten the stop "B" by means
w "A".

If the mortise is wider than the width of the cutter
being used, adjust the fence for the new cut and
proceed as before, making the first and successive cuts
as instructed.
The Plane as furnished is designed to work mortises
not exceeding 6 inches in length. For mortises of an
extra length, holes are placed in the bottom of the
Plane so that an extra wood bottom, or sole plate,
may be attached, permitting mortises of any length
being worked.
When using an extra wood bottom, the arms should
be placed in the upper holes of the fence.
To work the Plane as a Router. first remove the
fence "F" and loosen the thumb screw "A•', then lower
the cutter post to any depth desired up to 2 inches below
the surface of the work. Press the thumb plate "C" and
revolve the post until the bevel edge of the cutter is at
right angles to the Plane. Then lock the cutter post by
means of the thumb screw "D".
The spiral spring "E" and the stop "B" are not
in use when the Plane is operated as a Router.
Cuts X, Y, and Z show some samples oi mortises
that can be made with this tool.

